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The theme of autonomy chosen for the final piece of the theater course lead Gonçalo Cabral on a journey looking for figures, 
documents, institutions and aspirations that defined the essential moments of the construction of the autonomous regime 
in the Azores. With a backpack and his old motorcycle, he travelled throughout the 9 islands to consult files, meet characters 
and protagonists. This Autonomous journey builds a play of what it was, and of what it still is, to live in the Azores. It is a geo-
graphical and sentimental journey made by a young man looking for the history of his homeland, its collective identity and 
the definition of what it means to be Azorean.
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Shooting Format: FULL HD 1920x1080 SLOG 4:4:4
Screening Format: DCP, HD File (Pro Res, H.264 ), Bluray, Beta Digital
Ratio: 16:9 / 1.78
Lenght: 94’
Sound: Stereo
Language: Portuguese
Subtitles: English, French, German, Spanish and Italian. 
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DIRECTOR’S NOTE
Throughout the 90 minutes of the documentary, several encounters shape the narrative, which is filled with the concept of autonomy and 
its most important moments, in the history of the Azores. A political, administrative, social and cultural autonomy, which finds its need, per-
tinence and urgency, in the sentence “we do not ask the government to do it, but to let us do it”, by Aristides Moreira da Motta. The journey 
of Gonçalo Cabral (Frederico Amaral) identifies the key events that led to the autonomy process, which began at the end of the 19th centu-
ry, by the 1st autonomous generation. The Decree of 2nd of March 1895 marks the beginning of the administrative autonomy of the 
Azores. In spite of being far from its patriarchs´ objectives, it opened the way for the autonomous project throughout the 20th century and 
finally succeeded after the 1974 Portuguese democratic revolution. Thus, establishing the current government system of the Azores. The 
aim of the film was to tell this story in a serious and rigorous way, but in an informal tone when addressing its content. Above all, the viewer 
is encouraged to reflect on the importance that the political and administrative autonomy plays in the future of the Azores and in the 
lifestyle the Azoreans. It also aims at sharing with a foreign audience the insular reality and, thereby, to demystify some preconceived ideas 
and stereotypes about the Azores. It is a picture of the history of the archipelago, but above all, it is a film that presents and discusses the 
characteristics of autonomy in contemporary Azores, in which the islands are now closer to each other and more open to the outside world. 
The film exposes an insularity that is now seen as a strength and opportunity.



FILIPE TAVARES
(PRODUCER / DIRECTOR / SCREENPLAY CO-WRITER / SOUND DESIGNER)

Filipe Tavares was born in 28 of April 1981, in the Island of São Miguel – Azores, he is a 
violin player and music composer. In 2005 he finishes the sound course in Lisbon and 
starts to participate in several national and international productions, such as: “Pare, 
escute, olhe” by Jorge Pelicano; “Enxoval - Joana Vasconselos” by Pedro Macedo; the Art 
documentaries by Abílio Leitão and Alexandre Melo: “Geração 25 de Abril”; “Eduardo 
Batarda – como deve ser”; “Cabrita Reis” and “Noites brancas - Julião Sarmento”. Since 
2010, he has been working as Sound Director for Basil da Cunha’s films: “Nuvem”, “Os 
vivos também choram” and “après la nuit”, which were viewed at “Director’s Fortnight” in 
the Cannes Festival 2011, 2012 and 2013. Filipe was awarded with the best sound award 
at “41st Muestra cinematográfica del Atlãntico, Alcances, Cádiz, for the movie “La Mano 
Azul”, by Floreal Peleato. In 2010, he created his production company - Ventoencanado. 
Between 2012 and 2013, he produced and directed his first feature documentary film 
“Autonomy”.

NUNO COSTA SANTOS
(SCREENPLAY CO-WRITER)

Nuno Costa Santos is a writer and a scriptwriter. He wrote “É Preciso Ir Ver – Uma 
Viagem com Jacques Brel”, “Condomínio da Rua”, “Problemas de Agenda” and “Tra-
balhador Independente”. As for literary works, he wrote “Melancómico”, “Trabalhos e 
Paixões de Fernando Assis Pacheco”, “Dez Regressos” and “Às Vezes é um Insecto que Faz 
Disparar o Alarme”. He is the author of the documentary “Saudade Burra de Fernando 
Assis Pacheco”, of the film “Noite de Festa” and is a crew member of TV shows such as, 
“Zapping”, “O Trabalho”, and “Os Contemporâneos”. He participated in the newspaper 
“Açoriano Oriental” with a series of interviews made to important contemporary histori-
cal figures of the Azores, and in a play about the Azorean independence for the magazine 
“Grande Reportagem”.
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